FRV Airsoft Informed consent form
For players under age 17
ALL RULES MUST BE FOLLOWED AT ALL TIMES, FAILURE TO DO SO WILL RESULT IN THE PLAYER BEING REMOVED FROM PLAY OR
THE SITE.
1. Eye protection is to be worn at all times in the playing area and is only to be removed when in the designated safe area or if advised by a marshal.
2. It is advised that head protection is worn, but this is at your own discretion.
3. Do not climb up or on trees.
4. Be aware that there are fallen trees and logs on the ground and care should be taken around them.
5. Some areas of the woods are slippery and uneven and players should take adequate care when entering or playing in these areas.
6. Be aware of branches at head height, this is another reason for wearing eye protection.
7. Magazines should be removed from weapons and chambers cleared before leaving the playing area.
8. Pyrotechnics are in regular use, DO NOT attempt to pick them up as they can become very hot and some types explode which may cause burns or loss of
fingers if being handled after ignition.
9. Players under the influence of drugs or alcohol will be refused entry to the site.
10. Cars are parked at owner’s risk.
11. OVERKILL, avoid overkill at all times. It only takes one round to eliminate someone.
12. Suitable footwear, in the form of ankle supporting boots must be worn, no trainers.
13. Weapon muzzle velocities must be within NI legal limits, random checks will be carried out.
14. No targeting of Livestock or wildlife at anytime.
15. No targeting of members of the public outside of the Skirmish area.
16. Non combatants are not to enter the skirmish area.
17. Anybody may be requested to leave the site, at any time if their conduct is deemed to be unsuitable by the marshals, there will be no refund in the event
of this happening.
18. All players must sign a waiver before the start of the days’ events.
I want to participate at FRV Airsoft games and sign this document in consideration of being given the opportunity to engage in this activity. I understand that:
The game is physically and mentally intense and may require extreme exertion to play.
The games may be dangerous if not played in accordance with the stated rules which I have read and understood.
The possibility of injury to myself and others exists.
Any vehicles parked on site are left at the owners’ risk, FRV do not accept any responsibility for them.
I confirm and agree that:

I am fully aware of the risks to myself and others involved in playing at FRV and that I will never under any circumstances, deliberately shoot
anyone in the face or head.

I am physically fit and mentally able to take the strain and exertion involved in playing the games.

I will comply with FRV rules and use the equipment as instructed and not so as to injure or hurt others and will obey all directions of the marshals
or judges.

I will wear my goggles and not remove them while in Any part of the skirmish area where the game is being played and may only remove the
goggles in areas where the marshals advise. It is my own responsibility if I choose not to wear recommended eye protection in the form of a full-face mask.
Shooting glasses I wear at my own risk. If I do not have suitable eye protection I will not be able to take part.

I have both read the safety instructions and attended the safety brief given by the site staff and agree to abide by the safety instructions given.
Release:
I hereby release, remise and forever discharge from any claims and liabilities whatsoever without limitations that I might have against FRV and the owners of
the property on which the game is being played.
And I make this release on behalf of myself, my heirs, executors, assigns and administrators.
As well as being responsible for booking issued equipment back in and any debts generated whilst playing airsoft at FRV i/e site fees / bb’s / hire of equip /
Damage or loss.
To be completed and returned to Marshal before commencing play.
All people playing, renting or watching the games MUST each complete a form. Under 17s MUST get Parent or Guardian to complete form.
PLEASE PRINT NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS ONLY

I _____________________________________________________________________________
(Parent/Guardian.)
confirm that __________________________________________________________________
has permission to take part in scenarios at FRV Airsoft and give permission for FRV
marshals to administer first aid in the event of any accident or injury.
Name _____________________________
SIGNED _____________________________

Contact number________________________________
DATE________________________________

Emergency contact number:_____________________________________________________
Are there any medical conditions that Marshals/First aiders should be aware of, that could affect the players
ability to take part? e.g. Asthma.
______________________________________________________________________________

